HARER AWRAJA
by Yesfaye Gebre Sellassie
Harer Awraja (province) is one of the twelve
Awrajasl of the Governorate General of Harer.
In area it is the second smallest while in population it is the second largest Awraja in the Governorate General of Harer. This Awraja occupies,
more or less, a central position. Since Harer, the
capital city of the Governorate General is found
here all important communication
routes converge on this Awraja.
Harer Awra ja is divided into five Weredas
(districts), namely, Fedis, Kembolcha, Jarso and
Alemaya2• The fifth small Wereda, Hundene,
is found around the city of Harer. With the ex-ception of Hundene, each of the above Weredas
is divided into Mikitil- Weredas (sub-<:listricts).
Kembolcha has three Mikitil- Weredas, namely,
Erer, Legehama and Kombolcha; Fedis is divideo
into Bobasa, Midega, and Bisidimo; and Jarso is
divided into Worejarso, Welabu and Dewaro.
This paper is divided into two main parts.
The first part deals with a brief discussion of till:
physical background
of the Awraja, and the
second, larger section, deals with the cultural
environment.
Although the paper treats much
of the topics in general terms, it is hoped that it
will introduce Harer Awraja to the reader.
THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
CLIMATE :.
The climatic conditions of the region of
Harer are governed by the general air circulation
of the country, but with regional differences
accurring mainly due to relief. The South-East
Hgihlands, sometimes referred to as the Central
Highlands, are found in the northern section of
Harer Awraja. These chain of highlands extend
beyond the administrative boundary of this Awraja stretching from the north-east towards the
south- west in a long curve. Most of the Central
Highlands are above 2,000 meters, and as such,
not only do they have a distinct climate, but also
ncercise an influence on the areas found both on

the side of their northern and southern flanks.
To the north-east of these highlands there is
the vast Danakil Plain. The Central Highlands
act as a climatic barrier to the desicating winds
blowing from the Danakil. Temperatures on the
northern sides of the highlands are, therefore,
markedly higher than those on the opposite sides
during the same periods of the year. The influence of this hot and dry Danakil wind can be
seen in the temperature figures of stations located
on the northern flanks of the highlands facing
the prevailing winds. At Dire Dawa (altitude
r,204 meters), the average maximum temperature
rises as high as 35·0°C in June just before the
big rains start. The average minimum during
the same month is 2I.O°C. and the annual average
is about 24·5°C. The total annual rainfall for Dire
Dawa is about 645·r mm. and most of this rain
(about 44%) falls during the months of July and
August (rr3.2 mm. and r69.5 mm. respectively).
The influence of the dry Danakil winds is
also felt in areas further east, where the barrier
effect of the highlands is lowered due to the
reduction in relief. At Jijiga, the average maximum occurs in March and is around 30.roC; the
average minimum during the same month is
9·0°C. The annual average temperature is about
20.2°C; and the total annual rainfall is about 56r.2
mm. Much of this (about 45%) is distributed during the months of April, July and August.
On the other hand, areas to the south of the
central Highlands are open to the wet, South\Vesterlies (which originate as South-Easterlies but
are deflected on crossing the Equator) during the
normal rainy period and as a result receive more
rainfall. The temperature conditions are lower
here than those of the areas to the north of the
high lands.
In Harer (altitude 1,856 meters) and its vicinity, the climatic conditions are reputed for being
moderate and favourable. The average maximum
temperature .1t Harer is 26°C amI the averag~

minimum is IS°C. The average daily temperature
is about 19°C-20°C. The temperature is regular
and ranges are very low (the range between the
lowest average monthly temperature
and the
highest is only 2.S°C.) The mean annual rainfall
is 600 mm. with two rainfall maxima occuring
in April and August (106,4 mm. and 156,5 mm.
respectively). The dry months are November,
December and January, when the prevailing wind
is from the north and the north-west. These are
hot and dry winds blowing from the Arabian
High Pressure area towards the low pressure area
in the west of the country. During the rainy
seasons, that is, March to August, the prevailing
winds are the wet Westerlies. The total number
of rainy days in Harer is only around eighty-eight.
Thus, the intensity of the rainfall in this region
is high and this is substantiated by the occurrences
of deeply eroded gullies in the region.
Moving outwards in all directions from
Harer area, a distinct change in c1imate c:m be
noticed due mainly to relief conditions. Further
to the south of Harer, as one moves to\\'ards the
lower areas, there is an increase in temperature
and a decrease in rainfall amounts. But this change
is of a gradual nature here as compared to the
areas in the northern flanks of the highlands
where climatic changes occur within comparatively short distances. Towards Kembolcha, which
is on the southern flanks of the Highlands, there
is an increase in rainfall; but further to the north
of this region rainfall amounts begin to <"1ecrease
sharply. Towards the west, there is again an increase in rainfall. At Alemaya (altitude 2,125
meters), the mean total annual rainfall is over
700 mm., while at Deder, which is further to the
west, the amount increases to about 1,028 mm.
From this broad picture, it can be concluded
that rainfall in the region is of the Relief type,
more rain falling over the higher areas and less
over the plains. Finally, although there is sufficient amount of rainfall for most types of crops
to grow, there is a marked deficiencv in most of
the lower regions where there is a long period
of dry season.

GEOLOGY
The

region

IS

dominated

in the southern

section between the rivers Erer and CoheIe by
Jurassic limestones with sandstones occurring
along the two rivers. The higher areas to the
north of Harer are composed of volcanic rocks,
mainly basalt. The Pre - Cambrian Metamorphic
Rocks of granites are exposed in many parts of the
region, particularly in the section east of Harer
along the highway to Jijiga, and in the incised
valleys of the rivers Erer and Gohele.
. The geologic:!.l history of the region is part
of that of the rest of the country. The Pre-Cambrian Rocks, as indicated by granites, and to a
less extent. by gneiss and mica schists, underlie
the other later formations. During the Mesozoic,
when there was a transgression of the sea over
the peneplained layer of the Pre-Cambrian, deposition of sandstones in the deeper parts of the
sea and that of limestones in the clear, shallower
waters took place. The thickness of these deposits
vary from one place to the other. At Hakim Cara,
just south of Harer, the sandstone formation is
about '50 meters thick, and contains a thin limestone band with fish remains!. In the mountain
peaks of the north, very thick intrusives of basalt
and tuff can be seen overlying limestone and
sandstone sediments in a horizontal formation.
At Mt. Kundudo, the stratified basalts are 500
meters thick and are said to be erosional remnants
of the Trap Series of the Plateau4•
Construction materials are available in most
parts of the Awraja, particularly, granites. with
which most of the Harer-Jijiga highway is constructed. Marble also exists, but at present it is
little utilized, maybe due to the very difficult terrain in which it is found to the east of Harer.
Sandstone and limestone are also widelv available,
and many houses in Harer and other parts of the
region have been constructed with these materials.
Although their actual quantity could not be determined by the field party, there have been observed
mica in various parts of the region and iron in
Kembolcha.
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~OILS
Soils are the result of the underlying parentrock except in the river valleys, mainly Erer and
Gobe'e, where dark and fine alluvial deposits
have been transported from outside. The most
dominant soil colour in the region is red or redc1ish-brown. In the Midega Plain to the south,
an area underlain with limestone rocks, soils are
aeneraIlv dark in colour. In texture, the soils are
;;'ostly ~lay-10am, but some sandy loam soils are
ohserved in the highlands to the north. In these
areas, erosion has been severe and gullies have
developed everywhere. Some active farmers have
tried to contain this encroaching menace bv heaping pieces of tree branches of euphorbia and other
plants. at the head of the gullies.
RELIEF
Two distinct physiographic divisions can be
recol!nized in Harer Awraia. These are the most
elevated mountainous section in the north and
the flat or undulatinl! Dlain both to the south'. and
north of these highlands The first section, which
is fonnd to the north of the Awra;a. is part of the
SOllth-Eastern Hihp-lanels of Ethiopia ana is a
prominent feature in the ohvsiol!raphv of this
region. These Hi2'hlanas are the northern extension of the Chercher Mountains and form the
sOllth-eastern flank of the Great Rift Vallev. This
section. with arreneral
elevation of over 2.000
meters, occupies about 7.0°/.. of the whole area of
the Awraja ana some of the highest oeaks are
Founel here. The most important oe:lks :lre found
in Tarso W ereaa. These are Gara Serirta (about
2·900 meters). Awobera Mountain (2,860 meters).
tll!"flat-tor oed Kunduao Mountain (2$10 meters),
:lnd Gara Aboula. found nelr the town of EjerS:lgoro. attains :l hei.ght of <1hout 2.740 meters.
These heights are found not far from each other
:lnrl form :l nucleus from which other less e'evatI'd chJ.ins emerge.
The second physiographic division, occupying the greater part of the Awraja (about 80%
of the total J.reJ.), is fou nd to the north and south
"f:k T-1i~:h1:lr!(1<:.
Tn till' nnnh of the Highlands,

elevation falls abruptly towards the Danakil plain.
The general altitude here is between 1,000 and
1,')00 meters. South of the Dire Daw3.·HarerJi}iga Highway, elevations gradually decrease in
successive fIat or undulating
p'Iains. The first
plain to be encountered is that found around and
to the south of Fedis. This plain is diviaed into
two parts at its northern section by Hakim Gara
(general altitude, about 2,060 meters), which
starts from near Harer and continues southwards
up to Fedis. This plain around Fedis has a general altitude of 1,700 meters. The second plain is
the Midega Plain with a general altitude of about
1,5'50 meters; and finally in the south of the
Awraja, there is the Aniya Plain which has a
general altitude of ahout J ,250 meters. The lowest
areas (those below 1.000 meters) are encountered
in the Erer and Gobele Vallevs in the extreme
south of the Awra;a.

There are two major rivers, the Gohele and
the Erer. both forming- parts of the western and
eastern boundarv of the Awra;a. River Erer rises
west of G:Jfa Abdula. where it is known bv the
name of Kersa. It flows southwards receiving
minor tributaries both to the left and right. The
most imoortant of these tributaries is River Bisidimo which. after rising from near H:lkim Gara.
flows to the south-east to join with Erer at the
If'ft. Gobe1e is another maior river to the west
of Erer. From its source in Atemava, it f1ow~
southwards forminq boundarv between Alemaya
Werech :1.ndGara Muleta Awraja. Its catchment
area is larger than that of Erer and has thus a
larger volume of water. But. like Erere. Gobe1e
dries up for some parts of the year in its lower
reaches. Both rivers have incised deep vallevs
which widen up to the south. The main tributary
of Gobe1e is River Hamaresa, which rises from
south of Kembo1cha and joins with Gohele at
its right after flowing for some distance. Both
rivers receive many small tributaries which swell
up only during the wet season and dry up soon
afrer the r:lins stop. Dming the dry season. people

are seen standing near homesteads. The summits
and sides of the high mountains are covered with
very short grasses used as pasture for sheep and
goats.
Under 1,500 meters, to the south of the region, various scrub-trees, short grasses and thorny
bush are encountered together with cactus and
euphorbia plants. The latter are sometimes seen
in even higher altitudes. Short, accacia trees are
also present.
From general observations, the farming areas
of Hundene, Kembolcha and Alemaya have a
problem in obtaining wood for fuel. The higher
areas unfit for agriculture could be re-afforested
with fast growing trees which would not only
provide wood [or fuel but help in arresting th~
erosion menace which exists here.

dig into the dry, sandy beds of these rivers to get
some amount of water. This water shortage is
felt particularly in the south of the region. At
Midega, a we]] was being dug inorder to provide
water both for human consumption and for livestock.
The two rivers. Erer and Gobele, flow southwards forming the eastern and western boundary
of F edis; then they join to form a single river at
the southern most tip of the Awraja and flow
into the Wabi Shebele River {urther to the south.
The rivers to the north of the Highlands flowing
into the Awash Basin are all minor torrents that
dry up after a short flow.
NATURAL VEGETATION
It is not possible to talk of the natural vegetation of this region, particularly of the higher
areas, since it has been cleared off to make room
for cultivation. But in general the natural vegetation that exist are the direct consequences of
the climate and altitude of the area. The region
as a whole does not possess any major forests of
importance. P;ltches of coniferous forests mainly
Tiel (Tuniper) are seen at altitudes of around 2 ,000
meters in Wuchale and Aw Nigus, north of
Fie'rsagoro. There are no usefu1 stands of «Zigba»
(podocarpus gracilios) in the whole Awraja, except for a few scattered occurrences in Mite Vallev ::md in some other places. The eucalyptus tree,
althouph not a natural vegetation to the region,
has spread widely and is seen growing near farm
lands, around homesteads and steep hill sides.
Remnants of «Shola}) (fig trees) and «Kitkita»

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE AND
FARMING PRACTICES
In Harer Awraja private ownership is the
dominant form of tenure. As indicated in Table
I, 8')% of house holds were reported to own the
land which they were cultivating, while only 'f!,
were reported to own no land. The rest 12% farmed on rented or partly rented and partly owned

.

bnd.
In the following subdivision of Harer Awraja
only four Weredas are shown. This is because
until recently Alemaya Wereda did not exist but
formed Mikitil- vVeredas for Kombolcha
and
Fedis. Therefore, it should be assumed in the
above and most of the other Tables that follow
that Alemaya is part of the two Werectas.
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In Kembolcha and Jarso, areas where settlement took place at a comparatively earlier period,
private ownership accounted for 92% and 90% respectively; whereas, only 3% and 2% of the households reported no land. In Hundene, partly owned
and partly rented land accounted f0r25~~.,a percentage much higher than that for the other Werecbs. This situation is created by the fact that many
landowners Iive in the city of Harer pursuing
occupations. other than that of farming.The farm
land which they own is rented to share-croppers.
In Fedis, an area settled comparativelv at a later
period, a lower percentage (So°lr,) of households
reported to own the land which they were cultivating.
Although private ownership is the domin:1nt
forol of tenure in the Awraia, land fra!!mentation
and very small holdings are a com~on phenomena. especially in the higher. more favourable
and densely settled areas of the Awra;3. A father
of many has to divide his land among all his
children. The land is divided in such a way that
everv child !lets some portion of all types of farm
hnd. Usually, the male children are entitled to
inherit larger portions of the land than are the
female children who, it is assumed, woulc! share
the land of their husband when they marry. Although this is a fair mode of dividing land. it has,
nonetheless. its defects in that it results in small
parcels and fragmented holdings which are uneconomical to operate.
In a study made in a small area in Bate, in
Alemaya Mikitil-Wereda, it was found that the
total area of 136.72 hectares of land studied consisted of 225 fragments. The size of the fragments
varied from 0.02 to 5.6 hectares with an average
of 0.61 hectares per fragment. The number of
fragments owned by a farmer varied from I to
14 with 1 to 66 fragments being dominant.8 In
the exa~ple cited above, not only is settlement
of a long duration, but the condition of the soil
is still productive and in such areas f::lrm sizes
n:ltllrally tend to he smaI1er. The simple to01s
llsed for farming :1re other factors for farm plots

to be small. Such is also the case in Kembolcha
and Jarso where conditions are favourable and
density of people is high.
In the south of
deficiency of rainfaII,
This is also a region
get larger but number

Pedis, where there is some
farm sizes tend to be larger.
where not only farm sizes
of parcels also become less.

AGRICULTURAL

REGIONS

Mainly on the basis of altitude and the availability of sufficient amount of rainfall, three agricu~tural regions could be recognized.
The highlands over 2,000 meters.
Land between 1,500 to 2,000 meters.
). Land below 1,500 meters.
1.
The first agricultural region, corresponding roughly to the highlands over 2,000 meters,
has an area of about 929 square kilometers, which
is 19.9% of the total area of the Awraja. This
region receives sufficient amount of rainfall (about
ROO-lOOO
mm. annually). The annual average
temperature ranges from 17"C to 19"C and frost
is not un common in the more elevated sections
of the region. Another prob'lem in the region is
the limited thickness of the soil cover. Most soils
are also littered with broken pieces of rock.
Sorghum is the main cultivated crop, but a
few patches of barley are also grown at higher
:1litudes up to 2.650 meters. Most of the land above
this elevation, and land too steep for farming is left in pastures of short grass which
3re grazed by sheep and goats. Since the region
is nredominantly hilly and undulating, farming
is done on terraces - a difficult job demanding
h3rd work. Such conditions exist in Jarso area.
Where land is sufficiently flat, as in the region
surrounding
Kembo1cha, intensity of farming
increases and settlement becomes quite dense.
The main watershed for the Awraja passes from
west to east through this region; and many of the
streams descending to the lower areas are partly
utilized here for irrigation.
1.

2.

2.
The second agricultural region, which
consists of land between 1,500 to 2,000 meters has
:111 area of ahout 2,428 square kilometers, that is,

52.5% of the total area of the agricultural regions.
This large area is mostly productive since it includes some of the most fertile valleys and fields
found in the Awraja at present. Annual amount
of rainfall for the region ranges from about 750
mm. received around Alemaya to 595 mm. in
Harer; but this amount decreases towards the
south of the' region.
The lower part of the Mite Valley, which is
found in the north of Jarso, is at a general altitude of I,750 meters. This valley found between
two mountain ranges made up of limestone rock,
contains a fertile, black soil. The Mite River is
intensively used for irrigation and it becomes a
small trickle by the time it reaches the village of
Aneno Mite about 34 kms. from Ejersagoro. Barley, maize, banana, sorghum and « Chat)} are
grown and coffee trees are planted on terraces
with irrigation. Since much of the water ot the
river is used up for irrigation before the village
of Aneno is reached, the region around Aneno
is left unused and is covered with thorny bush
and euphorbia.
The region also includes flat areas suited for
mechanized
agriculture.
The e xtensvie Fedis
(Bako) and the Mide,!!a Plains are the major ones
found in this region. The soils of these plains are
thick and are usually reddish-brown to black in
colour. In texture the soils are dominantly loamy;
and the underlying rock material is limestone.
The major cultivated crop is sorghum.
In this agricultura'l region are also included
the intensively cultivated zones around the city
of Harer up to Alemaya in the west and up to
Fedis in the south and near Kembo1cha in the
north. In these areas densitv of settlement is
high; and the main cultivated crop is again sorghum. Some verv impressive terraces are founn
in places where the land is steep and these terraces are usually planted with rows of «chat ».
Erosion is severe and its effect on the land can
be witnessed in the areas from A lemavd to the
city of Harer.
j. The thirn region consists of the' areas
south nF \1ide~:1 in Fedis 'Veruh including the

valleys of Erer and Gobele up to where they join
to form a single river. The valleys of these rivers
3re generally below I,OOOmeters in their lower
courses.
In the north of the Awraja, the area to the
north of the village of Legehama and extending
both to the east and west is also included. Thi~
latter section fdces the dry winds that blow over
the Danakil Plains and consequently receives
little rain. As a whole, this region receives a considerably smaller amount of rainfall than the other
two regions and this constitutes the major problem of the area.
The total area of this region is about I,jo6
square kilometers (27.6°,~ of the total area). Some
of the potential a!!ricultural areas of the Awraja
are found here. The flat Erer Plain and the Erer
V::>lley, which are unutilized for the most part,
offer possibilities for the cultivation of Tropical
crops, such as, sugztr-cane, ban3na, coffee and
citrus fruits. River Erer is drv for some part
of the year and this would inhibit irrigation possibilitie~ all year round. But with proper planning and damming of the river, the reg-ion could
be converted into an important agricultural area.
Ground water possibilities would also improve
the ,present situation.
The soils of the region are generally black
and are covered with natural vegation of thorny
bush, aecacia and short grasses. The underlying
rock materia! is still limestone. At present most
of the region is left in grass and is used for grazing livestock. Where there is some amount of
rainfall, as in the areas further north of the region, the main cultivated crops are sorghum and
some «chat ». As a whole, the density of popubtion is lower here than in the other two regions.
MAJOR CULTIVATED CROPS
By far the most important crop cultivated in
the whole of Harer Awraja (54% of all cultivated
crops) is sons-hum (locally known as Bishinga).
The place of origin of so~ghum is said to be in
Ethiopia from where' it W:1S proh:1hly tr:1nsported
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to Arabia. thence to India and later China.9
(Among the cereals grown in the whole of Ethiopia, sorghum is estimated to be second only to
tdf both in acreage and production).
Sorghum is a multi-purpose crop: the grain
is used for human consumption directly or after
having been ground and made into bread; its
stalk is valued for construction of houses, while
the leaves serve as cattle-feed; the roots are useful
for fuel.
In most areas, sorghum is planted in March,
April or May, during the early period of the small
rains; and it is harvested during the months of
November, D~cember or January. The crop has
been observed up to an altitude of 2,260 meters
in Gara Jibraelo, near Kembolcha. It is also not

a choosy crop as to the type of soil it grows on
and docs equally well in clays and alkaline soils.
It grows widely in both the «Kola» and «Woinadega» climatic regions and is said to be drought
resistant.
«Chat»
(catha edulis) is an important cash
crop in the Awraja. It occupies about 12% of the
area under crops. It is cultivated for its tender
leaves which are chewed for their stimulating
effect. It is grown both for home consumption
and for sale. «Chat» is cropped singly or mixed
with other crops, such as, sweet-potatoes, corn or
sorghum. It is usually planted in rows of approximately one meter width between the rows and
one-half meter between one «: chat» plant and
the next. « Chat» is a bushy plant with several
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stems emerging from the same root head. An old
« chat» plant can attain a height of several feet.
Unlike coffee, «chat» does not have seeds, instead small young stems of the plant are cut and
then planted. This will take about one and a half
year before its leaves are ready for picking. For
« chat» plants under irrigation the leaves are
harvested usually after January, September or
May. The highland cchat» which depends on
rain water is planted during the rainy season, that
is, in July and August, and is in most cases harvested once a year in April or September. «Chat»
is mostly seen on the terraced sides of hills and
on irregular fields.

Other impon:lIlt crops include «zengada It,
(rcd sorghum) corn, coffee, barley, sweet-potatoes,
bananas, onions and ground-nuts. In areas such
as Jarso, where general altitudes exceed 1,500
meters, cereals, such as barley, wheat, teff are
grown while in the lower zones of Fedis, Sorghum, corn, ground nuts, and chat do well. With
irrigation all-year round, cropping of onions,
sweet-potatoes, potatoes and other similar garden
crops is possible.
Some crop pests and plant diseases are reported to exist. These include pests such as wild-pigs,
wart-hogs and dik-dik and occassional invasion
by army-worm. In the «Dega» areas frost is the
main problem.

TABLE II
AREA UNDER CROPS BY WEREDA
Wereda

Pedis

Ha
Mashilla
(Sorghum)
34,659
Chat
5,137
Zengada
(R. Sorghum) 7,166
Bokolo
(Corn)
4471
Chat+
Sorghum
4,074
Coffee
¢9
Others *
2,g68
Total
59444

%

Kembolcha
Ha
%

'arso
Hh

%

Hundene
Ha
%

Total
Ha

%

58
9

6,889
2,735

45
18

4,120
902

40
9

5,127
2,052

52
21

50,759
10826

54
12

12

2,103

I4

364

4

998

10

10,631

II

8

811

5

1,511

14

127

I

6,920

7

7

341
863
1,648
15,390

2
5

3
452
3,002
10,354

4
29
100

377
160
1,258
10,099

4
2
10
100

4,795
2444
8,876
95,287

5
3
8
100

2

4
100

II

100

* Others include teff, wheat, barley, oats, chickpeas, horse beans, peas, nug, sesame, gesho,
enset, banana, citrus, peanuts, mango trees, peaches onions, potatoes, dent & Coffee, chat,
coffee + corn, chat & barley, chat & sweet potatoes, coHee & banana & others not specified.
SOURCE:

same as Table I.

In this region methods of cultivation are simple. Oxen are rarely used for ploughing the land
in most of the Awraja. Instead, most of the work
is manual and the land is prepared with simple
farm implements the total estimated value of

which ranged from only $ 15 to $ 29 for the Case
Farms studied in Alemaya region.IO These farm
equipment include the «Dongora », a tool with
a pointed end and a wooden handle which is used
for digging. It has a stone weight at the other
end to give the tool a digging power. The
« Mencha» is a tool used for cutting sorghum
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ned. Except in the area of Fedis, where flat,
plain areas are dominant, the rest of the region
has undulating character. Coupled with this, the
amount of rainfall received is not so plentiful that
what is available should be looked after carefully.
As a resuit over a long period of exeperience, the
farmers in this region have learned methods of
conserving both the water and soil. One such
water and soil conservation scheme which has
become a dominant feature in this region is that
of terracing. Very steep slopes and less steep ones
are all terraced to provide land for farming. Terrace walls, to prevent the earth from collapsing,
are built with pieces of stones, generally limestone,
which is available in abundance in most of the
hills. These walls vary in height from less than
one meter to a little over a meter. SOffie very

st;llks ;llld tlte ku(us carry it wilh lhull most o(
the time. Th~ «Mewikia»
is a club used for
threshing; and the other implement is the « Akafa» or shovel. Most of the farming activities are
performed by groups on communal basis.
Manure is thrown over some of the fields
but since this would not suffice large areas, the
use of manure as fertilizer is limited to small
gardens of vegetables and fruits. Crop rotation
is not practiced; and varieties of seed plant
come from unselected seeds. Seeds are stored in
crude underground
bins with an average depth
of
meters and a diameter of 1 meter. These
underground bins are sealed off after seeds are
placed into them with wood over which cattle
dung and soil are placed.
A s has been noted above, the region of Harer
has been settled for a long period of time. Thus,

zengada ,.,
:et-potatoes,
areas such
ceed 1>500
t, teEf are
Pedis, Sorwell. With
of onions ,
lar garden

1'''''9'' l\ 'kti--C'

Farmers digging field with "dQllgora".

-45-

bU':il

impressive terraces for chat were observed on a
small grantic hill south of Gara Abdula. Where
the slope is not great as to require terracing, farmers rely on contour digging. Inorder to grow
some root-crops, such as, potatoes and sweetpotatoes, farmers dig the land in such a way that
small rectangular basins (about I foot square) are
left between the rows of the particular plants.
Irrigation is practiced for growing gardencrops, such as, onions, potatoes, fruit trees, and
occasionaHy, «chat» and coffee. Water for irrigation is usually obtained from the springs that flow
out from nearby mountains. Such spring water is
available in Jarso, where it is directed into shallow basins to accumulate. From there it is distributed by means of gravity flow through channels
to irrigate the fields. Such irrigated green plots
of vegetables abound near the region of Awo
Nigus in Jarso. However, most of the rivers are
not perennial and they are not utilized to a great
extent for irrigation.

In this Awraja livestock are not numerous,
specially in the highland regions where most of
the land is occupied by cuhivation.· Thus, except
in Fedis and the northern part of Jarso and Kembo1cha, livestock play a secondary role to that
of farming. In the areas where cultivation predominates a few livestock are kept and stall-fed.
Since only a few cattle are kept, they are usually
well-fed and large. The cattle are of the highland
Zebu type with short horns, large dewlap and
hump with the dominant skin colour of white
and shades of white and also brown. In the lower
areas where greater numbers are found, distances
from watering points become a crucial problem.
South of Midega and the northern plains of Jarso
:Jnel Kombolcha pastoralism is dominant.

III
NUMBER OF LIVESTOCK
HARER AWRAJA
TABLE

Wereda

Cattle

Sheep

IN
Goats

¢,ooo
17,000
40,000
Fedis
43,000
16,000
18,000
Kembolcha
45,000
16,000
33,000
Jarso
17,000
4,000
10,000
Hundene
201,000
53,000
101,000
TOTAL
SOURCE: Central Statistica'1Office, Survey
of Harer Awraja, Aug. 1966·
As indicated in Table III goats outnumber
sheep. The sheep have black heads and white body.
Since the livestock travel long distances to watering points the general condition of the cattle is
not good. About 48% of all the cattle, 32% of all
the sheep and 40% of all the goats are found in
Fedis. Thus, this Wereda is the main livestock
region in Harer.
INFLUENCE
OF THE
CULTURAL COLLEGE
BOURING FARMERS

ALEMAYA AGRION THE NEIGH-

Farmers in the vicinity of the College of
Agriculture are comparatively well-off than farmers in the other areas of the region due mainly
to their proximity tothe College from where they
get advice and aid. The College has started two
cooperatives composed of the neighbouring brmers. These cooperatives are known as the Lake
Alemaya Irrigation Cooperative and the AlemaY:l
Farmers' Marketing Cooperative. The active
members of these cooperatives number about 2)9
farmers. The first one has ceased to exist but the
latter is still functioning.
The purpose of the cooperative was to encourage farmers to produce vegetables year-round
under irrigation and also to help them in exporting their products to areas where they will bring
them a good income. Thus, various vegetables
are exported to Jibuti where they are in much
demand. The vegetables are shipped twice weekly
on the night train. «In nearly all cases the Jibuti
whole sale prices were twice the Alemay;) whole-
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the C()llegL which provides demonstrations and
advice aD better v"ays of cultivation. Irrigation
pumps, which have been bought by some of the
rich farmers kllc increased their income. «One
coopc:rativ/: farmer, with whom an 8-hp. diesel
pumpset was placed for a single dry season, was
h:td sold all their products in the Alemaya market. « The higher income received made an
impan on the level of living of the members.
M:1l1Y of them were able to put corrugated tin
toofs on their homes, some were able to buy
shoes. Many of the members said they could afford to buy better clothes for their families and
more meat. These were some of the signs of imp[O\'cment in the level of living from improved
incomes.»12

faciiiries wil h corrugated metal, The u,ucll VLlC
tice of farmers in this area is to store grain in
crudc underground bins. This method incurs J.
lot nf wastage through deterioration of grain
resu:ting from underground
moisture or from
insect pests. The new storage bins avoid such unnecessary wastages. These bins are constructed
by workers from the College, and some of the
farmers in the cooperative mentioned above have
alreadv bought the new storage facilities since
they can afford them. The prices for these bins
\'aried according to their sizes, from $ 60 to $ Ro;
the smallest having a capacity of TO quintals and
the larger of 30 quintals. Farmers who are willing
to buy the bins are allowed to pay the cost on a
~-YCJr inst;dement basis.

The Col :ege has also demonstrated to the
farmers methods of constructing better storage

The farmers in the vicinity of the Col'lege
gain also from the extension service provided hy

HOD'i'e 1oTt· hl\.01/ f
A farmer

w;th his ollllll;n;um

sale prices ... and net income was 11.6% of the
value of the sa:es after costs of handling were
deduced.»ll The above quoted Bulletin adds that
the higher prices paid by the cooperative increased the ff:11 income of the members by 37% in

silo -

Alemaya.

r<l64, over what they would have received if they
able to make a profit of $ 1,600 from his dry
season irrigated crops.
«The farmer estimated that his dry season
profits without irrigation would not have exceed-

;Iroulld

,he city

ed $ 50.- He then promptly purchased his own
pumpset at a cost of $ 1,850 for use in future dry
seasons. Similar success was experienced by another farmer irrigating from a stream with a
sm::der pumpset.»13
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As indicated in Table IV, the Wereda with
the highest crude density is Hundene with 176
people per sq. km. This is followed by Kembolcha, which has 120 people per sq. km.; Alemaya
has 1IO people per sq. km.; Jarso, 91.9 people per
sq. km. and Fedis has only 35.5 people living on
one square kilometer of land. With regard to
the ratio of farmed land and population numbers
we get a different picture. Kembolcha and Jarso

The settlement pattern in Harer Awraja is
of the village type. An average number of twenty
houses constitute the village. Most of these villages have names preceded by the word « Gende»
which in Galinya means villages. The villages
are usually named after the chief of the village
or the name of the «Gosa ». Sometimes, they are
Total area

of f-{;Hn lip 10 Fulis

has a high population concentration.
South of
Fedis, density becomes low. Similarly in the
north, the lower areas are scantly populated with
nomadic peoples.

2,315

231.5

;1
i

,
Awraja

,

4663.64

I

466,364'

I

912.05

91,205

,,

i

I

I

19

SOURCE:- Central Statistical Office, Survey of Harer Awraja, August, 1966.
Population figures and figures for area under crops for Alemaya Wereda are estimates.
simply named after a nearby stream, hill or other
prominant land mark found in the vicinity of the
village.
The density of the settlement varies from one
area to the other. It has been noted that settlement
of the higher areas of this region took place at
an early period. Thus, in the west from Alemaya
to Kembolcha and further to Jarso, there is a
dense settlement of farmers. Similarly, the region

Weredas have comparatively less area under crops.
This is due to the agriculturally unproductive
environment in their northern sectors and the
mountainous nature of the land in the south.
Both Weredas are densely settled and as a result
the number of people living in each square kilometer of cropped land is high. The highest
number of people living on one square kilometer
of cropped land is found in Kembolcha (831),

fol:owed by J:trso \vith 820 peop:e living on every
square kilometer of cropped land. The other
\Vercdas have comparatively larger areas under
crops and have consequently less number of people living on each square kilometer of farmed
lane!. (Hundclle has 387 people, Fedis 286 people
alld Alemaya has 269 people living on every
square kilometer of cropped land).
The most intensively farmed land is found
in Hundene 'which has about 45% of its total area
under crops. This is followed by Alemaya with
about 40%. Fedis 16'\, and Kembolcha 14% of
their total area under crops. Although Jarso ltas
a large total area, only II% of this is cultivated
at present. Considering the Awraja as a whole
19~~ of the total area is cultivated.
HOUSE TYPES
House types in Harer Awraja vary from
place to place. In most cases, these depend on
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ro"fs
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being
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replaced

the construction materials available nearby. In the
:lreas where agriculture is oominant, we find the
most typical :l11d beautiful houses of the region.
These houses are cylindrical in shape with thatcheel, conical roofs which end in a tall spire. It
is these spires that distinguish the houses in this
region from those in other parts of the country.
The walls of the houses are constructed of
sorghum stalks with wooden poles serving as support. The walls are then plastered with mud and
::lre rarely white-washed or decorated with locally
made paints. The roofs, reinforced with thin
poles of wooel or bamboo, are covered with thatching grass. Internally, the houses are partitioned
into two sections, the walls of which are also constructed of sorghum stalks. One of this partitions is housed by the people while the ather is
used for keeping in goats, and sheep at night, and
occasionaey sick cattle that need to be looked

o~c~e

(JIJift.') "f.'r?:.A ::
won sheets -- Alemaya.

b,- Corrugated

:Ifter. A nun with more than one wife builds
similar dwellings for his other wives as well.
Around these houses there are enclosures of smal1
branches and crude sticks, and occassionally plants.
such as, euphorbia or eucalyptus trees, serve this
purpose. Livestock are kept in this enclosure at
night. Invari:lbly these houses have only one
opening and that is the door. Such houses can be
seen in the high::lnd regions along the highway
from Alemap to the west to Funyanbira in the
east. \Vhere other construction materials, such
as, granites, limestones and sandstones are available, the wa'ls of the houses are built of these
materials. But the general appearance of the
houses is still the same with thatched conicJl roofs
and cylindrical walls. Such house tvpes with
walls constructed with sandstone and granite
abound in the region south of Harer in the village called Ere Awo.
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Further out to the less elevated areas both
to the north and to the south ot the region referred
to above, one notices a yariation in house types
- both in shape and in mJterials used for building. In these lower areas, where the temperature
is hotter and r:linfal! scarser than in the hgih:ands, house tvpes are very much adJpteo to the
environmental condition. The houses can he foursided or circu':lr in plan. hut the roofs are mostly
flat. To the east oEHarer, in a small village called Mendero, the roofs of the houses are fJat and
3re covered with soil while the walls are built
with stone. This keeps the interior of the houses
cool. To the south of Harer in the region of
Disidimo, whITe there :Jre many Argoba settlements, the houses are circular in plan and their
\\':Ills are built of stonc. The rooEs, which are flat
and covereo with soil, Cll1l1ot be seen from the
ground level <ince they are built a few distance
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lower from the top edges of the walls. Thus, the
houses give the impression of a large stone-well
without a lid.
Proceeding further into the lower lands, there
is a distinct change in the quality of the house
types. One very often comes across crudely built
houses, as in the Midega plain in the south, where
houses are built of pieces of wood and branches
which mayor may not be plastered with mud.
The roofs are usually flat and covered with soil.
Where roofs are conical in shape the amount of
grass used for thatching is considerably less than
that used in the regions described above. Such is
also the case in the region of Legehama to the
north. In nomadic areas, simple, dome-shaped
houses covered with either grass or pieces of wood
are seen.
Finally, 3. modern trend in house building
that can be seen in most other parts of the country, is also catching up in this Awraja. This is
the use of corrugated
iron for the roofs
of the houses. Tn such cases the plan of the houses
also change into rectangular ones. This is, ofcourse, the case in most of the main towns, but
it has spread into the rural parts as well. This
trend can be observed along the main roads. also
in the rural areas of Kembolcha and Jarso. Around
the city of Harer, in Hundene. the use of corrugated iron for roofs is replacing fast the tradinal mode of building houses. Many people
say that they use corrugated iron for roofs
inorder to nr0tect themselves from the widesoread nractice of burning the house of a person
tOW;Jrns whom one has a deeo hatred. Thatched
dwellinQs catch fire very quicklv. The use of corflHTJted-iron for hu;lding can also be one of the
visih1e: indicators of the rising standards of the
r11 r:)1 nonulation.
llRBAN CENTERS
I.
HARER - Harer is an important city
not only in this region but in the whole of Ethiopia :ISwell. The city is situated on 420 8' longitude
:111<1 It 1 R' latitude ;1t :111:l1titude of about T ,86')
meters ahovc sca-level. It is one of the old towns
ill Fthinpia
which :It nne time h:ls been an impor-

tant city-state. Founded probably around the 8th.
century H3.rer was situated conveniently on the
cross-roads of the trade routes with the East, particularly, Inelia and Arabia, exporting products
from tl~e interior of the country through the ports
of Zei1a and Berbera and importing foreign goods
into the interior. Harer prospe"red on this tr:H"1e
and its population increased greatly. Inorder to
nrotect the citv from outside attack, a wall was
hui1t round th-: city in 15')1 - a wall that is still
seen encircling the old city. Entrance into this
walled city is effected by means of seven gates
located at various places.
At nresent. Harer is divided into two parts.
The hrst is the old. walled city of Haxer. which
can he considered as the core or nucleus from
which the city grew: and the second is tlle new
citv sprawling outside the wall, and which began
to flourish since 1887 when Ras Mekonen becam~
the Governor of Harer. The walled city is stiP
an imoortant tr::t0ing center and is ch::tracterised
bv coniested huildings with maze like aneV';
;lnd roads connecting the different sections and
lp;lding to the m::tin Q"ates. The new Harer is a
r1evelooing city with wide streets and large buildmgs.
As shown below in, table V the population
of Harer is growing, specially since recent times.

Year

Male

Female

IO."""

I8.8-u

10')7
I06~

TOO"
To67

Total
2I,OOO

T8,870
24202

22.280
24.6~4

~8,586
4I,I,)0

48,q26

V::triaus sources indicate that the nODulation
of H:lrt'r hefore TOW W1S 1round 40.000. 111 is
shows th1t there was a decline in the DODulation
of H:lrer until recelt times when it hegan to
;ncrease :lO"ain. This has been attrihuted to the
construction of the Tibuti-Arldis Abeba railwaY
:lnt! the cons('cmence rise of Dire Dawa :It th~
exnense of Harer. Rut at present, since Harer is
the c:lpit:l1 city of the Governor:ue General of

Harn ~llld is the se~lt of \arJOUS :ldministrati\'C
offices, its population is rising,
2.
KEMBOLCHA - Founded about thirty
years ago in J fertile zone, Kembolch::t is at pre~ent a growing town. Its population increased
from about 400 in the 1930'S to about 3,057 people
noW. Kembolch::t is located ::thout 16 kms. to the
north of Harer at an a:titude of 2130 meters above
sea level. The town has a Junior High School,
a clinic, post office and telephone srvice. Here
also is located an important daily market serving
the surrounding region. Kembo1cha is now the
regional capital for the densely settled fertile
Vlerech by the same name.
3· BOKO (FEDIS) - This town is located
about 25 kms. south of Harer at an altitude of
about 1,670 meters above sea-level. Boko (sometime referred to as Fedis or Amuma)is the regional

capital of Fedis Werecb. The town has a small
school and c'inic together with communication
facilities. Its estimatecl population is about 2,000
inhabitants.
Further

south from Boko at about

3,)

kms.

from Harer there is the smal1 settlement of MidegJ (altitude Jbout 1,560 m.).
4. EJERSAGORO
(TARSO BETELHEM)
This town. which is the regional capital of
Jarso Wereda, is found at about 37 kms. to the
north-east of Harer at an altitude of about 2,440
meters Jbove sea-leve1. The city was founded in
:1 hilly regioll with muunt Abdula to the south
and Awobna peak to the north. This is an historical town since it is the birth-place of H.LM.
Haile SeLmie. The estimated population of this
town does not exceed J 000 inhabitants. As 1Il

the other
town has

urban centers mentioned above, the
:l small school and a health centre,

To the Ilorth of Ejersagoro there are the
small vil'ages of Ale at 15 kms. and Aneno Mite
:1t ~4 kms. from Ejersagoro.
'). ALEMA YA - This is a small town
]ucatcn about 17 kms. by road north-west of
Harer on the Harer-Dire Dawa road. The wwn
lies on the south-western shore of Lake Alemaya
:1t an altitune of about 2,125 meters above sealevel. A1emaya is a vegetable :lI1d fruit corecting
center of the region. Most of the vegetable is sent
to Dire Dawa from where it is shipped to Jibuti.
The establishment of the Alemaya College of
Agriculture :lI1cl the agricultural1y rich hinter'and
lnve both contributed to the fast growth of the
town. Not only is the town J trading center for
the surrounding region but is also the capital of
the recently createn Werecla by the same name.
There are also numerous Jess significant
u
settlement centers. such as, Esakoy about 10 kms.
q;uth of Harer which is the administrative center
f(1r Bisiclimo Mikitil Wereda. Further to the north
c:f this vil"age there is the Bisiclimo Leprosarium
which has a significant number of patients engaged in the cultivation of vegetab1es. There are also
\'illages such as Umar Kale (20 kms. south of
I-hrer), Iiegina and Wuchale (found in Kemholc1n Werena), and Funvan Ujuba which is
found in Tarso Wereda. All these are minor
settlements each with a population not exceeding
::;00 inhabitants.
The settlement centers are connecten with
H:lrcr hv roac-!s that are useful for the most
part of the year. The major centers of Kembolchao Boko. :md Ejersagoro arc connecten with
H:l;'t'r hy all-we:lther roads :1I1nreguhr transport
i:lciJities are avaibb1e.
CONCLUSION

As is the case in most parts of Ethiopia, the
\Vereda divisions present many inconI llJicnces both to the administrators
ancl to the
!\c'\JPlc.
I" Harer Awraja. two uses st:tI1c1out
,j \1!1:"11\.
Tht'<;c il1cll!c1c
the (I'.l) [lockeis III the
I'\;qing

administrative boundary of Hundene whICh are
:lctually under the jurisdiction of Kemholcha.
The difficulties encountered hy the people living
in these enclaves is too ohvious to requi re enumeration. The solution lies in incorporating these
two enclaves within Hundene. The readjustment
of these and other similar inconvenient boundaries is essential inorder to facilitate the payment
of taxes, kecping pcace :mcl order a no genera I
administrative jobs.
In this Awraja as a whole. there is a large
rural population working on limiten :lmount of
land. This is specially the case in the higher farmina~ areas mentioned in the mai!~ hody. of this
paper. This situation creates disguised unemplovment which, as has been correctly pointed out.
« ... if properly organizec1 and directed. coulcl
make an important contribution towJrd critically
needed social capita1 inclucling simple roads.
s('ho01 buildings
sanitary water supplies, and
other local communitv improvements.»15 Such
«Social capital)} has heen under construction in
the form of roads specially in tllenorth
in Tarso
and Kembo1cha areas where the lerrain of the
region is in ge>nerdl hi!'v 8n(1 unduhting.
The
most imoortant factor in such activities is the
organization
of the labour force through the
leadership of the local chiefs (<< Demin3s)} ann
«Geradas)) whose influence is strong. The cooneration and assistance of the loc:l1 governors is,
of course, valuable in such ventures.
Fntnre agricultural development in the /\wr:lia would take two forms. Th~ first would consist
of the improvement of alreadv existing. se1f-sufficing familv farms. The infhlence of the Alemdva AQ'ricultural College on the farmers of the
vicinitv has a 1readv been mentioned. But this
undertaking of the CallelIe should be able to cover
a wider area. The seconn form of development
th:lt could be implemented in this Awr:li:l ~Toulc1
mnsist of opening up new :lreas for agriculture.
Sllch :ueas exist in the south of Fedis, where due
to lack of water large tr:lcts of aDp::m:ntlv fertile
Jre:ls Jre left ullutilized. The dif'ging (~f wel1s
:ll1d the proper
(bmminc; d tllC 1\',,· ,r.::ljn'· ri\Trs

in the Awraja would provide water for irrigation.
Labour would not be a problem since it would
he possible to draw from the densely settled area~
of the highland.

could have raw materials available in the region
(for example, oil processing and associJted plants,
fruit canning
plants) seem to have priority over
other manufacturing
and processing
plants. At
present, except for one oil processing
plant near
Harer, there are no such plants in the Awraja.

From the point of view of establishing
manufacturing plants in the Awraja, those plants that
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The tvve1\'c Awrajas of the Governorate
Gener:ll of Harer are:
Chercher
Harer
3. Adal-Isa and Garaguracha
4. Gara Muleta
5. Wbera
6. Warder
7. Degehabur
8. Dire Dawa
9. Gursum
10. Jijiga
11. Kebridehar
12. Ke1afo
1.

2.

2.

Until recently, Alemaya was divided into
two and formed Mikitil Weredas for' Fedis
and Kembolcha; at present, however, Alemaya has been made into a Wereda by itself.
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